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Diffusion and osmosis lab answer key

To do that. identify the main physical conditions affecting transport processes. structure and function of selective permeable membranes. describe and explain Brown's movement, diffusion, and osmosisd. Determine the temperature, molecule size and concentration gradient effect of diffusion or osmosis velocity - Larger
molecules disperse more slowly over the membrane until it becomes too large to pass through the membrane at all while the molecule shape may be important to facilitate diffusion. In addition, increased concentration gradient diffusion, including osmosis, increases. To determine the overall concentration of the cane in
potato cells, wait until the potato cylinders achieve equilibrium and measure the change in weight. Since the dissolved concentration of the outer solution is known, the concentration of the solute in potato cells by weight change after equilibrium Risks - NaOH may cause eye or skin burns during contact. Harmful if
swallowed or inhaled. As a precaution, use gloves and goggles. procedures i. Effect of molecule size on diffusion by semi-permeable membraneProcesure 1: Monitor the effect of molecule size on diffusion by semi-permeable membraneUse the cellulose membrane (dialysis tubes) to simulate the cell membrane. The
cellulose membrane has small pores inside. Use iodine and phenolphthalin as an indicator. Iodid - starch indicator. Changes in light brown dark blue positive Phenolpthalein - pH indicator. red in stock solutions. Get four pieces of string and two pieces of water soaked in dialysis tubes about 15 cm long 2. Seal one end of
each bag, fold about 1 cm and tie it tightly to a piece of string. The ends of the test tube shall be tightly closed to avoid leakage in the test set out in Part 3. Roll each tube between the thumb and finger to open it and form a bag.    4. Fill one tube with 10 ml of water and add 8 drops of phenolpthalene. Close the open end
of the bag, fold the tip and tie it firmly.    5. Fill the second bag with 10 ml of starch solution. Close the open end of the bag, fold the tip and tie it firmly.    6. Rinse the outer outer part of each bag in tap water.    7. Fill the beaker with 200 ml of tap water and add 15 drops of 1 M NaOH. Water the dialysis bag containing
phenolphalein in a beaker of 8. Fill the beaker with 200 ml of tap water and add 60 drops of iodine. Water the dialysis bag with beaker starch.    9. Observe discoloration in the two bag contents and surrounding solutions after 10. After 30 minutes, record the colour in Table 1 inside and outside the bags. Answe questions
your laptop.II. The abrupt effect of the concentration on the graident rate osmosis (Diffusion water). Bag - hypotonicBag B - Isotonic Bag C and D - 2: Oberve Osmosis under different conditions and monitor the effect of the steep concentration of the graident rate osmosis.    1. Get 8 pieces of string and 4 pieces of pre-
soaked dialysis tubes (15cm long). Seal one end of the pipe, tying it tightly as before.    2. Open the other end of the tube by rolling it between the thumb and the finger.    3. Bag A - 10 ml 1% sucrose. Outside 50% sucrose 4.  Bag B - 10 ml 1% sucrose, Bag C - 10 ml 25% sucrose, Bag D - 10 ml 50% sucrose outside 1%
sucrose 5. Try to remove excess air carefully for each bag. Tie the folded ends securely, rinse the bags with tap water, then check for leaks. Quickly puse a lot of excess water from the outside of the bags.    6. Place a dry paper towel on a scale and tame. Weigh to the nearest 0,1 g each bag. These provisional weights
shall be recorded in Table 2, Table 7. Place the bag B,C and D in a large beaker filled with 1% sucrose content. Recording time 8. Place bag A in an empty beaker and have enough 50% sucrose to cover the bag. Record time.    9. Remove the bags from the beakers at an interval of 15 minutes for one hour. Always dry to
the nearest 0,1 g. Avoid leaks and return the bags quickly to the appropriate containers.    10. For each 15-minute interval, the total weight of each bag shall be recorded in Table 2. Then calculate and register the change in the weight. Determine the concentration of water in living plant cells. Procedure 3: Determine the
concentration of solute in living plant cells 1. In the back of the room, find 5 beakers with a concentration of 5 saline solutions 2. The initial scales of the potato cylinders that you see in the solution were recorded. Copy from Table 3, 3. Carefully remove the potato cylinder from its solution. Quickly shake the dray and
place on the scale to measure the weight. Before adding a potato cylinder, be sure to place a dry paper towel first and again. Save the result and quickly place the cylinder back into the corresponding glass. Note when you saved the final scales.    4. Repeat for all potato cylinders.    5. Calculate the change in weight and
time change (total) of each cylinder and record in Table 3. Calculate osmosis rate (weight/change time change) for each cylinder and record. Results. The effect of the molecule's SIZE on the diffusion of the semi-permeable membrane. table 1. Reaction of sodium hydroxide, phenolphthalin, iodine and starch through a
different permeable membrane. First question. Where was the starch originally? Where did the starch end in 30 minutes? Was it delayed or moved, and how do you know it?    The starch was originally in a dialysis bag. The starch remained in the bag after 30 minutes. It stayed. If the starch moved, outside the dialysis
bag would also become blue, because if the iodist reacts with starch, it turns blue. Only inside the dialysis bag turned blue.    2. What molecules and ions Na+, OH-) does your experiment provide evidence of movement through a semi-permeable membrane?    So, because both inside and out turned out to be a bench.II.
Abrupt effect of concentration increase on osmosis rate (water diffusion)Table 2. Changes in the weight of dialysis bags are used in Cellular Models.Graphs 1. Create a graph with the graph of the total x-axis time (min) and the total weight (g) of the y axis. Draw only the total weight, not the change in weight data.    2. Add
all data for each four bags as four separate curves on the same graphFig. 1 Schedule of weight changes over time bag A, B, C, D, where bag A is 10 ml 1% sucrose beaker 50% sucrose. Bag B is 10 ml 1% sucrose, bag C is 10 ml 25% sucrose, bag D is 10 ml 50% sucrose beaker 1% sucrose. Bag A, with a higher
soluble concentration outside the bag, decreased as expected. Bag B, which was isotonic, remained relatively the same as expected. Bag C and Bag D, which had higher solute concentration inside the bag, increased, but stopped increasing in the last 30 minutes mark. It's caused by contamination. First question. What
bags of osmosis were present?    Osmosis was created in bags A, C and D. Because bag B was isotonic, osmosis was not present.    2. Free energy gradient must be present in the cells, which may cause osmosis. Which bag represented the steepest free energy gradient compared to the surrounding environment.   
Bag A and D had the steepest free energy gradient compared to the surrounding environment. III. Determine the concentration of water in cells of living plants Table 3. Change in weight of potato cylinders surrounded by different salt concentrations: Which potato cylinder increased in weight? Why?    The potato cylinder
surrounded by 0% and 0.9% saline increased. This indicates that the potato balloon had a higher concentration of salt, which led to the outside moving in from the water.    2. Which solution contained a higher concentration of soluts than in potato cells?    5%, 10% and 15% had higher concentrations of solutes than
potatoes, because the change in weight is negative, which indicates the water moved from the cell and saline solution.    3. Which saline solution is best close to the concentration of solues in potato cells?    0.9% best close to concentration in local potato cells.    4. What are the possible sources of error in this test?  
 The external solution and potato cells are not perfectly isotonic, so 0,9% is only approximate. In the first experiment, the iodite moved into a dialysis bag containing starch. This was demonstrated by the discoloration in the blue bag (Table 1). Iodis is an indicator that turns blue in the presence of starch. Since the outer of
the bag did not turn blue, we can also conclude that the starch could not move However, phenolptalein and sodium hydroxide were able to move freely inside and outside the bag, as shown by the discoloration pink both inside and outside the bag (Table 1). Phenolptalein turns pink in the presence of the base. Starch, a
large molecule, was unable to move when iodine, sodium hydroxide, and phenolptalein, which are small molecules, were able to move, supporting the hypothesis that large molecules are unable to cross the membrane barrier (dialysis bag), while small molecules can. In the second experiment, Bag B had almost no
weight change because it was isotonic. Also, the steeper gradient of the increased rate of osmosis showed the fact that bag D grew faster than bag C (Figure 1), supporting another hypothesis that a higher concentration of gradient will result in a higher diffusion rate (osmosis). Bag A was in hypertonic solution, so weight
loss is expected because the water moves outwards, which is more urotne balance. In the third test, the salt concentration in the potato cell was approximate 0.9%, monitoring the diffusion rate of the potato cylinder at different saline concentrations. One of the lowest diffusion rates was considered to be isotonic,
therefore the external concentration is very similar to the internal concentration. However, because there was a small weight, it was not completely isotonic (Table 3). Therefore, the actual salt content in the potato cell may be slightly higher than 0,9 %, according to the data. In addition, the full data may not be as reliable
as 5% saline solutions were highest at diffusion rates followed by 10% and 15% saline solution (Table 3). This contradicts our second test, which showed that higher concentration gradients cause higher diffusion rates. The most likely explanation is that the 5% saline solution was switched off with 15% saline, but there is
still a chance that all saline concentrations have been switched off. In another experiment, Bag B, C, D was marked with markers distinguished by three bags. However, the marker dissolved in the solution, adding extra lutes. This made the outer solution less hypotonic in relation to the bag. So they've already achieved
the balance with the 30-minute mark. However, it can be clearly shown that bag D with a concentration higher than bag C increased faster until both reached equilibrium (Figure 1).  1). 
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